#CAAW 2017
What Clinical Audit Support
Centre have planned
for the week
Clinical Audit Awareness Week aka #CAAW takes place this year
from Monday 20th to Friday 24th November. Here are our plans:

Patient 1st
On 21 November we are speaking at the
Patient First event in London. The talk
will focus on junior doctor engagement
in clinical audit and QI. We will
announce our 2017 award winners.

Interactive resources
We understand that many clinical audit and QI
teams use #CAAW as an opportunity to promote
their work by running local awareness sessions.
We have created a number of new interactive
resources that raise the profile of clinical audit in
a fun way. Our DJ Audit pop quiz and word-link are
big improvements on our old crosswords!

Twitter Podcasts
action
Increasingly audit and QI staff use
Twitter to comment and keep in touch.
There will be lots of tweeting from
CASC via @cascleicester in #CAAW

We've recorded a
number of new podcasts
looking at audit in
Mental Health and the
community. Plus views
on national audits.

On 24 November we will publish the posters from all
of the junior doctor finalists who entered our 2017
competitions. This will include the winning entries.
This is your chance to review their real world projects.

24 Nov
Training
sessions
We are running a number of training
sessions during #CAAW. These provide
valuable feedback from those working in
healthcare. We will share key discussions.

Useful
stuff

It is fun to play games during #CAAW but we've
also created some educational resources that
will be of interest to healthcare professionals: 6
invaluable TED talks, tips for effective audit, is it
an audit tool, how to be a change agent, etc.

All resources and materials will be available free of charge via our website
www.clinicalauditsupport.com. You can also contact us direct via (0116) 264 3411 or at
info@clinicalauditsupport.com We wish everyone a busy and successful #CAAW. Let's
work together to make clinical audit beneﬁcial and meaningful, not dull.
www.clinicalauditsupport.com and @cascleicester

